Stagewise decline in the activity of brain protein synthesis factors and relationship between this decline and longevity in two rodent species.
The activities of brain initiation factor 2 and brain elongation factor 1, which function as rate-limiting in total protein synthesis, and estimations of brain weight were followed during postnatal life in the rat and the mouse. Both activities decreased in parallel while cumulative brain weight increased. Three exponential components were required for the mathematical expression of each of the three processes in semilogarithmic plots against time. The acceleration curves for the activities and tissue weight demonstrated a mirror image symmetry. Within the general pattern of diminution with age, the negative acceleration of the activities and the positive acceleration of the brain weight displayed repeated bursts. The activities of both factors could also be arranged into several regression lines in log/log plots against time. Significantly, in these plots, the regression line calculated for the whole set of data for each factor activity showed that the value of the ratio of the slopes (mouse to rat) was inversely related to the square root of the ratio of species longevity and was in agreement with the power law relating life spans of cells to species longevity (Röhme, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 78 (1981) 5009).